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SUMMARY REPORT

Columbia Association concluded a comprehensive Aquatics Master 
Plan study in May of 2012.  This Master Plan was written to plan 
for the future, to address issues in a way that enhances the quality 
of life for people living or working in Columbia and to ensure 
that Columbia remains an integrated and caring community.  The 
Master Plan identified three overarching challenges facing the 
existing aquatics system, which are abbreviated below.  

Although the Master Plan indicated that there are a sufficient 
amount of outdoor pools, it noted a need for additional year-
around lap swimming and swim training space.  Therefore, it 
suggested converting an existing outdoor pool into an indoor pool 
facility.  It also noted that SplashDown is reaching the end of its 
useful life, and that costly repairs are expected in the near future.  
As part of the specific recommendations for moving forward, 
the Master Plan recommended that two feasibility studies be 
conducted in order to address the deficiencies noted above: 

• Enclose an existing outdoor pool (3 were selected for further 
study).  

• Plan for the eventual replacement of SplashDown when no 
longer economically feasible to maintain.  

Thus, this Feasibility Study builds on the goals and objectives 
of the comprehensive Master Plan.  It contains the findings and 
recommendations of a 5-month public planning process, including 
input from Columbia residents, stakeholders, Columbia Association 
division directors, and the Steering Committee to determine the 
future of aquatics for Columbia.
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Aquatics Benefit All

Introduction / Background

Challenge 1: Enhancing and Expanding Opportunities and Access
For the widest possible array of residents and members by providing a wide variety of aquatic 
experiences and venues.

Challenge 2: Providing Facilities for All
Expand our indoor pool space and provide new, unique features such as water playgrounds. 
Provide aquatic facilities that will serve all Columbia residents and aquatics user groups with a 
wide variety of facility types, features and locations to serve the community as a whole.

Challenge 3: Applying Sustainable Management Practices
Align with Columbia Association’s organization goals and provide for prudent management of  
economic assets.
 - CA Aquatics Master Plan, May 2012



The Process
In order to ensure that residents of Columbia 
were completely included in the planning process 
for both of these studies, the Association selected 
Williams Architects / Aquatics, an architectural 
firm specializing in aquatics, to conduct these  
feasibility studies through a transparent public 
process.  The two studies were conducted 
simultaneously, to streamline the process for 
everyone involved.   A steering committee was 
also organized to oversee the Project.  The 
diagram to the right represents this approach, 
where both the steering committee and the 
public were encouraged to provide their input 
throughout all phases of the project.  All voices 
were welcome, and the direction of the study was 
determined by the comments, suggestions and 
feedback received throughout the process.

Columbia residents were asked to contribute 
their ideas at two Open Houses, stakeholder 
interviews and focus group interviews.  
Additionally, the content of this study was posted 
online to allow those who were unable to attend 
the opportunity to review the materials and 
provide their thoughts.  

In tandem with the public process, Williams 
Architects / Aquatics  conducted an inventory 
of the selected existing facilities.  The findings 
from these inventories, along with options for 
features that could be incorporated into  these 
facilities, were presented to the public during 
Open House #1.  Based on residents’ response to 
this information, Williams Architects / Aquatics 
formulated different Alternatives.  These 
Conceptual Design Alternatives were presented 
at Open House #2, with the goal of selecting one 
of these options, or a combination of options, to 
further develop into a singular Recommended 
Conceptual Design for each Project (SplashDown 
and Enclosure). 

The Recommendations were presented for final 
review and comment at the January 2013 Board 
Meeting.
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Public Input Diagram

September Review Previous Studies

October Evaluate Existing Facilities
Open House 1 “Findings”

November Develop Conceptual Design Alternatives 
Open House 2 “Alternatives”

December Develop Preferred Design Solution

January Board Presentation
Write Final Report 
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Project Timeline
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Objectives

Pool Enclosure
To provide a year-round indoor pool facility to be used predominately for practice by swimmers of 
all ages, including the Columbia Clippers, Masters, triathletes and lap swimmers by repurposing an 
existing outdoor swimming pool facility into an indoor facility.

SplashDown
The intent of the SplashDown facility study was to assess the options for the replacement of the 
existing SplashDown slide feature (twin four-story high indoor tube water slides) at Columbia Swim 
Center with a family friendly feature(s), when no longer feasible to maintain. 

Facilities Overview 
The 3 outdoor pools that were selected by the Master Plan as a short list of candidates for enclosure 
included: Dasher Green, Locust Park, and Talbott Springs.  The Steering Committee recommended 
that the study be expanded to include 3 additional outdoor pool facilities as well, which included: 
Huntington, Jeffers Hill, and Phelps Luck.  As evident on the map below, this provided a larger 
geographic area from which the potential indoor facility site could be chosen.  

* Original 3 in Master Plan
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Map of Candidates for Enclosure and Swim Center



Huntington Pool

Williams Architects / Aquatics conducted on-site 
evaluations of each of the 6 existing outdoor 
pools selected for further study.  The evaluation 
of these facilities was solely for the purpose of 
converting to an indoor pool, and does not apply 
to continuing to operate as outdoor pools.  Unless 
noted otherwise, Columbia’s aquatic facilities, 
which were constructed under previously adopted 
codes, have been “grandfathered” in and comply 
with the health department.  Any mention of code 
concerns do not indicate that the pool must be 
closed, or even that it is unsafe.  

As noted previously in the Objectives, one 
potential use of an additional indoor lap pool is 
competitive swim or competitive swim training.  
A list of the ideal criteria for a competition pool 
is shown at right.  Even if competitions are not 
held at this facility, it is important for competitive 
swimmers to train under the same conditions in 
which they will be competing.  Thus, if a pool will 
be used for training purposes, it should meet as 
many of the recommendations for competition 
pools as possible. 

Each  facility inventory assessment included an 
examination of the site, parking, pool vessel, 
filtration system and bath house, and was based 
on the following:

• Historical experience
• Regional and national aquatic standards
• State of Maryland Department of Health and 

Mental Hygiene Public Swimming Pool and 
Spa code

• Aquatic/Architectural analysis.

In addition to providing a written analysis of each of the 6 outdoor pools, Williams Architects / Aquatics 
ranked each facility according to how well it met each of the ideal training pool criteria.  The matrix on the 
page to the right simplified this data, and gives a broad overview of whether each criteria is met.  As is 
obvious by a quick review of this matrix, none of the pools assessed meet many of the ideal criteria for a 
training pool.  It should be noted that this matrix gives equal importance to each of the pool components 
listed, and is only one source of evaluation.     
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Existing Conditions: Pool Enclosure
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Ideal Training Pool Criteria

• Lane Width: 8’-2-1/2” lanes with 2’-0” buffers at 

the walls 

Shallow End Depth: 4’-0” minimum 

• Deep End Depth: 6’-0” minimum

• Size / Shape: 8-Lanes x 25 Yard Rectangular Pool

• Perimeter Gutters: Stainless Steel

• Pool Piping: Schedule 80 PVC 

• Pool Filtration System: Regenerative Pressure 

DE filter or a vertical Pressure Sand filter and UV 

treatment system; internet-accessed chemical 

controller

• Pool Water Turnover: 4 to 6 hours 

• Adequate parking capacity

• Adequate support facility (locker rooms, viewing)
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Existing Pool Assessment for Purpose of Enclosure

Phelps LuckJeffers Hill
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A few key conclusions of the Pool Enclosure Evaluation are as 
follows:

• Each of the facilities is old.  Enclosing a facility of this age 
is not advisable,  nor is it a suitable long-term investment 
solution.

• The pool depths are too shallow for competitive training; a 
selected pool would have to be deepened. 

• The skimmer/gutter systems currently in place are not 
conducive to competitive training and would need to be 
replaced.  The bounce back of wave action caused by 
swimmers would create varied turbulence throughout the 
pool.

• The pool shapes are not conducive to competitive training.  
Turbulence would vary depending on which lane the 
swimmer is in.

• The pool piping and filtration systems are not adequate for 
an indoor venue and would need to be replaced.

• Existing piping many not be deep enough underground to 
withstand freezing during the winter months.  

Based on these findings, none of the existing pools at the 
respective facilities evaluated should be enclosed.  

However, some of these sites have excellent characteristics, which make them a potential candidate for a new 
pool facility  instead.   See the Holistic Pool Assessment Matrix below.  This matrix applies a multiplier to each 
of the original pool scores, to account for site criteria such as having space for building expansion, parking lot 
expansion, shared parking opportunities, and potential reuse of an existing building.

Protrusion in Pool Wall

Gutter Type Not Recommended

Holistic Pool Assessment Matrix 
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Based on this holistic assessment, the following 
possibilities emerged and were presented to 
the public at Open House #1 for feedback: 

Dasher Green
Best suited facility for constructing an entirely 
new indoor aquatic facility adjacent to an 
existing outdoor pool.

Talbott Springs
Best suited facility for repurposing with a new 
indoor pool, by expanding on the existing 
building and infrastructure.

Locust Park
Best suited facility for renovating and enclosing 
an existing pool    
 
- OR - 

Best suited facility for complete repurposing of 
existing site for newly enclosed pool structure.
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Pool Enclosure Inventory Conclusion

Dasher Green

Talbott Springs

Locust Park
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Existing Conditions: SplashDown
Williams Architects / Aquatics also conducted an on-site evaluation of the SplashDown facility at Swim 
Center.  The investigation included an examination of the slide complex, site for expansion, pool area, 
filtration system and support facilities.    

Analysis was based on the following:
• Historical experience
• Regional and national aquatic standards
• State of Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene Public Swimming Pool and Spa code
• Aquatic/Architectural analysis.

As with the existing outdoor pools, the SplashDown facility and related components of Swim Center, 
which were constructed under previously adopted codes, have been “grandfathered” in and comply with 
the health department.  Any mention of code concerns do not indicate that the facility must be closed, 
or even that it is unsafe.  

Additionally, as it relates to the condition of the existing building envelope, the renovation of this 
portion of the Swim Center should be considered.  This portion of the facility has significant architectural 
enclosure, functional flow and thermal issues, which formulate a basis that various components / 
systems within this portion of the facility are also nearing the end of their useful life.  Furthermore, codes 
have changed since the construction of Swim Center, and although items not meeting current codes are 
not considered to be out of compliance, they should be reviewed for opportunities for updating.  

2013  COLUMBIA ASSOCIATION - AQUATICS FEASIBILITY STUDY

SplashDown Slides at Main Pool
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Key findings from the existing conditions 
evaluation of SplashDown were as 
follows: 

• The SplashDown slide complex began 
operation in 1987, and is thus nearly  
26 years old.  

• Water temperature in the Main Pool 
decreases significantly due to the 
flumes being located outside.  

• Tremendous currents are created, 
which sometimes carry young riders 
into the deep end of the pool, 
creating a rescue situation. This has 
required additional lifeguard staffing.

• The slide flumes and tubes are in very 
poor condition and require refinishing 
or replacement.

• Flumes were leaking at the joints, and 
were repaired in the fall of 2012.

• The turnover rate for the plunge area 
may need to be increased.

• The pool deck around the main pool 
is not continuous, which would not 
be allowed to be constructed under 
current codes.

• The facility has a newer HVAC system.
• The main pool heater is undersized.

SplashDown Inventory 
Conclusion
 

SplashDown is an aged facility.  Over 
the past five years, major repairs have 
been required and future repairs and 
replacements are already planned. Based 
on these findings and the direction of the 
Master Plan, consideration is being given 
to the replacement of SplashDown with 
new family friendly opportunities when 
no longer feasible to maintain.

SplashDown Tower and Slides

SplashDown Slides
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Findings from the Public Process
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Stakeholder Input 
Stakeholder input was elicited early in the project process, as a way of gleaning some overarching visions 
and direction for the project.  The input received included the following: 

• Energy efficiency for any new building envelope and mechanical systems is important.
• Avoid continuing to spend money fixing the aged SplashDown slides.
• Accessibility is important.

Open House 1: “Findings”
Open House 1 was held on October 24, 2012 from 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm at the Owen Brown Community 
Center, and gave attendees the opportunity to review this existing conditions background information 
and respond to possibilities.  Feedback was compiled in order to determine different alternatives for 
each of these studies.  

As compiled from comment card responses, Open 
House attendees expressed the following: 

• Concern about a continued drop in pool use and 
attendance. 

• A need for and an interest in updating the pools 
and adding an indoor pool for lap swimming. 

• Concern about choosing Jeffers Hill as a site for a 
Pool Enclosure. 

• Being favorable to the ideas shown for new 
family play features to replace SplashDown and 
also for brightening the pool enclosure. 

• Being favorable to a water park theme and high 
activity level, family-oriented features such as 
a flow rider, slides, lazy river, etc. to replace 
SplashDown.

• An interest in separate sections for toddlers 
vs. older children in the replacement of 
SplashDown. 

• Not favoring the addition of a zero-edge pool, 
Jacuzzi, or an infinity edge pool at Swim Center. 

Open House 1 “Findings” 
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Open House 2 was held November 27, 2012 from 
7:00 pm to 9:00 pm at the Hawthorne Community 
Center with a brief verbal presentation.  Williams 
Architects / Aquatics presented 4 design Conceptual 
Design Alternatives for the Pool Enclosure, and 3 for 
SplashDown.  These Alternatives were formulated 
based on public input received at Open House #1.  
Comment cards were completed by Open House 
attendees, and additional feedback was received via 
e-mail.

Open House #2 “Alternatives”

SplashDown: 
The majority of respondents favored 
Alternative #2, with a few suggesting a 
hybrid of Alternative # 2 and #3.  
The features the most respondents 
preferred were slides or a “Treehouse” 
play structure.  Others preferred 
active play / water play features, 
lazy river, rope swing, small slides, 
and/or a splash pad.  Respondents 
suggested separate bodies of waters 
for a potential plunge pool / lap pool 
/ wading pool, the new amenity being 
available to all ages, a locker room 
on the main level, not to reduce the 
number of lap lanes or depth of main 
pool, to add more amenities but limit 
costs, and to have an energy-efficient 
building envelope.

Alternatives Responses - Pool Enclosure

Alternatives Responses - SplashDown 

Open House 2 “Alternatives” 

Pool Enclosure: 
Respondents generally favored Alternative #1 Dasher Green, with Alternative #4 Locust “Better” being a 
second choice.  Several liked keeping the outdoor pool with the indoor pool; others liked the opportunity 

for a splash pad or spray play and 
the option of hosting local swim 
competition events. Respondents 
also suggested having more lap lanes 
for training or a legal competition 
pool. Concerns included location, 
having adequate parking, and traffic 
(specifically at Talbott Springs).



Key Advantages: 
• Constructing a new facility provides the opportunity 

for a more compact footprint with less area to 
enclose; this lowers construction costs compared to 
enclosing an existing “L” shape pool.

• A new pool provides design and construction 
flexibility to meet program objectives, sustainability 
and current trends.

• The outdoor pool remains to complement the 
indoor pool, creating a year-round opportunity.

• The site has sufficient area to expand the parking 
lot.

• Primary road access to this location facilitates travel 
and does not add a traffic burden to neighborhood 
streets.

Key Challenge:
• Working around the existing community building, outdoor pool and parking with the design and construction work.
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Alternatives: Pool Enclosure
Conceptual Design Alternative #1 Dasher Green

New Indoor 8 lane x 25 yard Lap Pool with new support amenities (Lobby / Control, Facility Administration, Men’s and 
Women’s Locker Rooms, Viewing, Storage, Mechanical, etc.), expanded parking, and potential outdoor decks.  Leverage 
the existing Outdoor Pool Facility, such that it will integrate with and compliment the new Indoor Pool.

LEGEND SQUARE FOOTAGE: 13,700 GSF

CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:



Key Advantages: 
• Rebuilding the pool provides the opportunity 

for a more compact footprint with less area 
to enclose, which lowers construction costs 
compared to enclosing an existing “L” shape 
pool. 

• Adaptive reuse of the existing building reduces 
the amount of new construction required, in the 
spirit of sustainability. 

• Great overviews into the pool space due to the 
natural topographic grade change, along with a 
wonderful natural setting. 

Key Challenges: 
• The existing pool is not accessible from the 

parking lot; however, this could be overcome by 
adding an elevator to the building.  

• This site does not provide space for expanded parking; however this has been overcome by designing a parking 
structure over pool support spaces at a premium cost.   Construction costs are higher than other Alternatives due 
to the parking structure cost. 

• Road access to this neighborhood location adds a traffic burden to neighborhood streets.
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Conceptual Design Alternative #2  Talbott Springs

Demolish the existing Outdoor Pool and re-purpose / expand the existing structure to feature new support amenities (as 
noted).  The remodeled building would be integrated with a new Indoor 8 lane x 25 yard Lap Pool.  Additionally, parking 
would require expansion and there is a possibility of renovating the existing Outdoor Wading Pool into an Outdoor Spray 
Play.

LEGEND SQUARE FOOTAGE: 13,900 GSF

CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:



Key Advantages: 
• Reusing the existing bath house and constructing an 

enclosure only over the existing pool without new 
support spaces reduces the amount of construction 
costs as compared to a new facility. 

• The site has area to expand the parking lot. 
• Shared parking opportunity with the church for 

additional parking.  
• Tennis courts remain; basketball courts can be relocated 

onsite.  
• Primary road access to this location helps to facilitate 

travel and does not add a traffic burden to neighborhood streets.
• New decks and a new pool liner are installed per code requirements, which will stop the current leaking. 

Key Challenges: 
• Since the location of the existing pool is separate from the bath house, swimmers must walk outdoors between 

the support facilities and the pool. 
• No additional support amenities will be added, such as viewing, storage or control. 
• Difficult construction process to preserve the existing pool while constructing the new enclosure. 
• Existing pool piping must be deep enough for winter operations.
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Conceptual Design Alternative #3A  Locust Park

Construct an enclosure over the existing outdoor pool and connect to the existing outdoor Wading Pool.  The existing 
bathhouse will be reused; the existing basketball courts will be relocated to accommodate an expanded parking lot.

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 11,625 GSFLEGEND

CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:



Key Advantages: 
• The site has area to expand the parking lot. 
• Shared parking opportunity with the church for additional 

parking.  
• Tennis courts remain; basketball courts can be relocated 

onsite.  
• Primary road access to this location helps to facilitate 

travel and does not add a traffic burden to neighborhood 
streets.

Key Challenges: 
• Renovation of the existing pool shell would include new 

gutters, piping, liner, etc.; salvaging and working around 
this existing shell to install new components becomes 
more difficult than new construction.  

• Existing pool components which are not replaced may not last as long as if they were completely rebuilt.    
• Design and construction must conform to existing site limitations.
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Conceptual Design Alternative #3B  Locust Park

Enclose the renovated shell of the existing outdoor pool and expand into a new Indoor Pool Facility.  Expand parking by 
relocating the existing outdoor Basketball Courts.  The facility would include new support amenities (Lobby / Control, 
Facility Administration, Men’s and Women’s Locker Rooms, Viewing, Storage, etc.). 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 19,200 GSFLEGEND
CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:



Key Advantages: 
• Rebuilding the pool provides the opportunity for a more 

compact footprint with less area to enclose.
• Enclosing a more compact footprint lowers construction 

costs, compared to enclosing an existing “L” shape pool.
• A new pool provides design and construction flexibility to 

meet program objectives, sustainability and current trends. 
• The site has area to expand the parking lot. 
• Shared parking opportunity with the church for additional 

parking.  
• Tennis courts remain; Basketball courts can be relocated 

onsite.  
• Primary road access to this location helps to facilitate travel 

and does not add a traffic burden to neighborhood streets.
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Conceptual Design Alternative #4  Locust Park

Demolish the existing outdoor pool and construct a new 8 lane x 25 yard Indoor Pool Facility with new support amenities 
(Lobby / Control, Facility Administration, Men’s and Women’s Locker Rooms, Viewing, Storage, Mechanical, etc.).  
Additionally, expand parking by removing the existing outdoor Basketball Courts, which would allow for a dedicated 
drop-off at the new Indoor Pool Facility.  

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 13,700 GSFLEGEND
CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:
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LEGEND

Alternatives: SplashDown
Conceptual Design Alternative #1A – Interior Renovation

AFFECTED AREA: 2,655 GSF

Remove the existing SplashDown tower and slides.  Add a climbing wall to the Main Pool and renovate the existing 
Wading Pool to a Wading / Play Pool with a play feature.

CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:

Key Advantages: 
• Opportunity for one new feature to better utilize the 

wading pool area.
• Adds a climbing wall to the Main Pool for active play.
• Upgrades the deck around the Wading Pool and 

Main Pool to current code requirements.

Key Challenges: 
• Balance of current code requirements are not 

addressed.
• Does not include renovations to the existing, 

thermally inefficient Swim Center building envelope.
• Does not include changes to the locker room/changing area.
• Construction logistics: working around the Main Pool.
• Does not include a new program room.
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Conceptual Design Alternative #1B – “Good”

LEGEND AFFECTED AREA: 2,400 GSF

Add on to the existing Swim Center by replacing SplashDown with a new family amenity.

CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:

Key Advantage: 
• Opportunity for one new feature or a combination of 

features to promote a family aquatic experience. 

Key Challenges: 
• An addition to the existing Swim Center building envelope 

will trigger additional modifications / upgrades to various 
components of Swim Center in order to comply with 
current codes. 

• Additional upgrades add to construction costs.  
• Does not include any renovations to the Swim Center 

building envelope, which is not thermally efficient. 
• Does not include any changes to the locker room/

changing area on the Main Deck.  
• Site logistics: working around the Main Pool and Program 

Pool.
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Conceptual Design Alternative #2 – “Better”

Add on to the existing Swim Center by replacing SplashDown with a new family amenity. Remodel the Swim Center Wading 
Pool area.

LEGEND AFFECTED AREA: 2,550 GSF (NEW) 
& 3,000 SF (REMODELED)

CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:

Key Advantages: 
• Opportunity for one new feature or a combination of 

features. 
• Opportunity to reconstruct the Wading Pool area for 

another family amenity with the code-required deck 
area. 

• Improves the Swim Center building envelope to be more 
thermally efficient / sustainable. 

Key Challenges:  
• Addition to the existing Swim Center building envelope 

and reconstruction within will trigger additional 
modifications / upgrades to various components of 
Swim Center in order to comply with current codes. 

• Additional upgrades add to construction costs.  
• Does not include any changes to the locker room/changing area on the main deck.  
• Site logistics: working around the Main Pool and Program Pool.
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Conceptual Design Alternative #3 – “Best”

Reconstruct a portion of the existing Swim Center facility by replacing SplashDown and the Main Pool enclosure with a new 
Family Aquatic Center (The New SplashDown).

LEGEND AFFECTED AREA: 17,650 GSF

CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:

Key Advantages: 
• Entirely new pool with a variety of integrated pool 

amenities and play features. 
• Provides a state-of-the-art family aquatic experience 

which meets current trends. 
• Replaces the Swim Center building envelope to be more 

thermally efficient. 
• Inherently meets all new codes for building, accessibility 

and energy conservation. 
• Extends the life expectancy of the entire Main Pool 

component of Swim Center. 
• Includes new building support amenities. 
• Best opportunity for growth and revenue. 

Key Challenges:  
• Meeting aquatic needs while the Main Pool is closed for reconstruction. 
• Replaces two lap lanes with family activity features. 
• Integration of the envelope design with the existing Program Pool enclosure.
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Potential Interactive Aquatic Features
The following were presented to the public as potential features to be included in the replacement of 
SplashDown, depending on which Conceptual Design Alternative was selected.  
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Recommendations
Pool Enclosure: #4  Locust Park or Dasher Green
The Alternatives shown in the previous section were presented at Open House #2 “Alternatives,” and then 
modified based on the feedback received to formulate these Recommended Conceptual Designs.

Site Plan

Building Total = 15,340 GSF
Based on overwhelming public response, Alternative #4 was selected as a prototypical new indoor pool facility, 
which could be located at either the  Locust Park or Dasher Green site.  

Both sites allow for expanded parking and a drop-off area at the main entry to the building.  At Dasher Green, 
the existing outdoor pool could be retained and used to compliment the new indoor pool.  At Locust Park, the 
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Exterior Pool Enclosure Concept View Looking South East

CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:existing Wading Pool could be reconstructed into a new 
outdoor Spray Pad, which allows the season of use to be 
extended into the spring and fall.  

As shown in the example photos, not only would this 
prototypical plan provide the needed support spaces 
and excess deck area for circulation and viewing, it could 
also include a raised seating area for better views into 
the pool.  It would also include a program / party room, 
which could be rented for birthday parties and other 
events.  

The volume over the space creates a warm, inviting, 
spacious atmosphere.  Strategic glazing in the building 
enclosure  allows for a connection with the outdoors and 
for natural light to flood the space without creating glare.  

Sustainability must remain a key element of the building 
design.   It is important that the building enclosure and 
mechanical systems be thermally efficient.  A light colored 
roof will also help to keep energy costs to a minimum.  
Other things, such as the use of recycled and regionally 
harvested and manufactured materials, should also be 
considered.  

Example of Sustainability: Natural Light Wells
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LEGEND

Main Entry

First Floor Plan

13,820 SF

1,520 SF

Second Floor Plan

Key Advantages Applicable to Both Sites: 
• Rebuilding the pool provides the opportunity 

for a more compact footprint with less area to 
enclose.

• Enclosing a more compact footprint lowers 
construction costs, as compared to enclosing 
an existing “L” shape pool.

• A new pool provides design and construction 
flexibility to meet program objectives, 
sustainability and current trends. 

• The site has area to expand the parking lot. 
• Primary road access to this location helps 

to facilitate travel and does not add a traffic 
burden to local streets.

Key Advantages Applicable to Locust Park: 
• Tennis courts remain; Basketball courts can be 

relocated onsite to facilitate parking expansion. 
• Additionally, there is a shared parking 

opportunity with the church. 

Building Total = 15,340 GSF
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SplashDown: #2 “Better”

Site Plan

Building Total = 15,885 GSF

Overwhelmingly, the public favored Alternative #2 as the preferred option for SplashDown, as it not only 
provides new family aquatic amenities, but also enhances the existing building envelope over the Main Pool 
area to protect the investment that has been and will be made into this portion of the facility.  
 
The existing SplashDown slides and tower are removed, which not only removes this barrier from the Main 
Pool deck, but also provides the space for an addition to the Swim Center building.  This new space will include 
a new indoor play zone with active play features for a wide age range of ages, to include both slides and a play 
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CONSTRUCTION COST RANGE:

Interior SplashDown Concept View Looking East

structure.  The existing Wading Pool will be removed and 
reconstructed into a Spray Play area, which provides a 
separate area for smaller children to play safely.  

Additionally, a small outdoor patio area is created 
between the Main Pool building envelope and the 
existing Program Pool envelope.  A Program / Party 
Room makes this facility more attractive for those 
interested in renting, as it provides a place for food to be 
served.  

Collectively, these spaces provide a wider variety of 
play experiences for Columbia residents than what the 
existing SplashDown facility currently provides.  

Although no modifications are planned for the Main 
Pool itself, the entire A-frame enclosure over this 
portion of Swim Center will be upgraded to be more 
thermally efficient.  A light, spacious space is created 
by the transparent and translucent building envelope.  
The addition will have new, energy-efficient mechanical 
systems and highly insulated walls and roof.  Example of Building Enclosure
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Main Entry

LEGEND

First Floor Plan

New =          3,825 GSF
Remodeled =         1,290 SF
Enhanced Envelope =   12,060 SF

Key Advantages: 
• Opportunity for a combination of aquatic play features. 
• Reconstruction of the Wading Pool area for an additional family amenity. 
• Improves the Swim Center building envelope to be more thermally 

efficient / sustainable. 

Key Challenges:  
• Addition to the existing Swim Center building envelope and 

reconstruction within will trigger additional modifications / upgrades 
to various components of Swim Center in order to comply with current 
codes. 

• Additional upgrades add to construction costs.  
• Does not include any changes to the locker room/changing area on the 

main deck.  
• Site logistics: working around the existing Main Pool.
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Joint Partnership Opportunity
Although the Recommended Conceptual Designs for SplashDown and Pool Enclosure include keeping a 
combination of family play features with lap swimming opportunities at SplashDown and constructing a new 
Indoor lap pool at either Dasher Green or Locust Park, several different options were discussed for potentially 
redistributing aquatic amenities between these facilities.  Additionally, an opportunity could exist for 
combining features at an entirely new, centrally-located facility to provide a new level of aquatic experiences 
for Columbia residents.  This larger facility would require a partnership between the Columbia Association and 
either the County, School Districts, and / or other partners.  

Next Steps
While pursuing partners for a potential joint facility, the following are the next steps for each project: 

Pool Enclosure: 
• The prototypical facility included herein was designed to fit either the Dasher Green or Locust Park site;   a 

site must be selected for this new facility.  
• Seek professional architectural and engineering services to implement this design into documents that can 

be bid and constructed.
• Constructing this facility first will provide space for the relocation of lap pool programming from the Swim 

Center Main Pool while the SplashDown improvements are constructed.  

SplashDown: 
• Seek professional architectural and engineering services to implement this design into documents that can 

be bid and constructed.

Example Joint Partnership Facility Opportunity
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Conclusion
By assessing the needs of Columbia residents and 
the challenges of existing facilities, the Master 
Plan provided the impetus for Columbia to plan for 
the future by upgrading their aquatic facilities and 
programs.  This process of studying both the Pool 
Enclosure and SplashDown facility in greater detail 
gave residents another opportunity to express and 
prioritize their aquatic needs and desires.    

As discovered throughout the process, Columbia 
has exciting opportunities to infuse new aquatic 
features into the existing aquatic system while 
making strategic upgrades to these facilities.  This 
visionary plan provides the recommendations 
necessary for Columbia to continue to offer value-
based programs, and facilities that are up-to-date 
with other communities.  Columbia residents will 
benefit by having more access to facilities with 
indoor lap lanes, a swim training possibility, and 
indoor recreational  aquatic features.

Implementing this plan will greatly aid Columbia in 
continuing to be an attractive community where its 
residents love to live, work and swim.

 

Example Water Fitness

Example Spray Pad
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